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Threatened freshwater ecosystems urgently require improved tools for effective management. Food web analysis is currently under-utilized, yet can be used to generate metrics to support biomonitoring assessments by measuring the stability and robustness of ecosystems. Using a previously developed analysis pipeline, we combined taxonomic outputs from DNA metabarcoding with a text-mining routine to extract trait information directly from the literature. This pipeline allowed us to generate heuristic food webs for sites within the lower Saint John/Wolastoq River and the Grand Lake Meadows (hereafter called the “GLM complex”), Atlantic Canada’s largest freshwater wetland. While these food webs are derived from empirical traits and their structure has been shown to discriminate sites both spatially and temporally, the accuracy of their properties have not been assessed against other methods of trophic analysis. We explored two approaches to validate the utility of heuristic food webs. First, we qualitatively compared how well-trophic position derived from heuristic food webs recovered spatial and temporal differences across the GLM complex in comparison to traditional stable isotope approaches. Second, we explored how the trophic position of invertebrates, derived from heuristic food webs, predicted trophic position measured from δ15N values. In general, both heuristic food webs and stable isotopes were able to detect seasonal changes in maximum trophic position in the GLM complex. Samples from the entire GLM complex demonstrated that prey-averaged trophic position measured from heuristic food webs strongly predicted trophic position inferred from stable isotopes ($R^2 = 0.60$), and even stronger relationships were observed for some individual models ($R^2 = 0.78$ for best model). Beyond their areas of congruence, heuristic food web and stable isotope analyses also appear to complement one another, suggesting a surprising degree of independence between community trophic niche width (assessed from stable isotopes)
INTRODUCTION

Freshwater ecosystems, which house a disproportionate amount of Earth’s biodiversity (Dudgeon et al., 2006), face multiple threats (Cazzolla Gatti, 2016; Hu et al., 2017). Freshwater availability (Rodell et al., 2018) and habitat extent (e.g., Dixon et al., 2016) are in decline in most parts of the world. Yet, the very structural and ecological complexity that gives freshwater systems their capacity for biodiversity and ecosystem services also makes them very difficult to study. This is particularly true for the planet’s wetlands, which are generally viewed as hard to define, seasonally variable, and often inaccessible.

While widely studied by ecologists, food webs are under-utilized in bioassessment, even though they provide a wide range of information—from taxon-specific, node-to-node information to higher order information aggregated across the community—and are a tool for visualizing the dense information in complex systems, such as wetlands. Metrics from food web analysis can be used to infer their stability (May, 1972), robustness to biodiversity loss (Estrada, 2007; Gilbert, 2009), and different assembly or interaction mechanisms (Vázquez, 2005; Williams, 2011). Food web networks explicitly show biodiversity, species interactions, and structural and functional relationships of ecosystems (Dunne et al., 2002b; Thompson et al., 2012), and are an intuitive communication tool for environmental managers, particularly when presenting to lay audiences. However, constructing food webs is laborious (Thompson et al., 2012), underscoring the need for new tools that can facilitate this process to support wider implementation in bioassessment (Bohan et al., 2017).

DNA metabarcoding has the potential to revolutionize biomonitoring and bioassessment by providing a fast way of consistently observing biodiversity in high-resolution detail (Baird and Hajibabaei, 2012). Further, DNA metabarcoding can be both more cost-effective and more efficient than traditional biomonitoring (Aylagas et al., 2018). The rapid adoption of DNA metabarcoding can be seen in the exponential rise in the number of papers published about biomonitoring with DNA metabarcoding in the last decade1. While much of the early literature focused on assessing how well DNA metabarcoding technologies could reproduce biodiversity data collected by traditional means (e.g., Gibson et al., 2015; Emilson et al., 2017), more recent efforts have expanded the application of this approach, exploring possibilities for leveraging genomic data in novel ways (e.g., Gray et al., 2014; Bohan et al., 2017; Derocles et al., 2018; Deagle et al., 2019).

Concurrently, efforts have sought to make use of organism traits to leverage existing biodiversity knowledge for bioassessment. Traits-based approaches assume that environmental filtering selects species with suites of traits that allow them to coexist under similar environmental conditions (Poff, 1997). Since many species share the same traits, traits-based approaches are taxon-free measures of biodiversity (sensu Damuth et al., 1992; Doledec and Statzner, 2008; Andrews and Hixson, 2014). Body size, for example, is a trait that aggregates information across taxonomic groups, and has been invoked as a powerful, trait-based indicator of community responses to disturbance (Liu et al., 2015). While growing interest in traits-based approaches has prompted some of its key advocates to call it a “bandwagon” (McGill, 2015; Didham et al., 2016), we argue trait-based approaches have failed to realize their full potential, focusing primarily upon phenomenological case studies and relying on re-application of traits approaches to traditional analyses (e.g., ordination approaches). This approach has led to vacuous generalizations about traits approaches, lacking in mechanistic evidence (Didham et al., 2016). Recently there has been growing interest in using key traits to construct ecological networks by linking them to the rich taxonomic lists generated by DNA metabarcoding. Bohan et al. (2017) advocated for such an approach to improve biomonitoring, and tools for the construction of heuristic food webs from biological community data have been developed (Gray et al., 2015; Compson et al., 2018). Nonetheless, while these studies have demonstrated a proof-of-concept for heuristic food web construction from ecological traits, the scale of these applications has been limited, and their connection to real food webs remains unknown, as are their relationships to ecosystem functions.

Stable isotope analysis is one of the primary ways of assessing food webs, yet it is an imperfect approach, often elucidating only part of the food web, and requires (1) information for all consumer food sources, failing when isotopic signatures are too similar (Birkhofer et al., 2017), (2) an understanding of how different sources fractionate for different isotopes, tissues, and life stages of the consumer (Post, 2002; McCutchan et al., 2003), and (3) an appropriate number of isotopes (i.e., $n – 1$ per food source, Fry, 2006), as the usefulness of mixing models declines when the number of sources exceeds the number of isotopes (Lerner et al., 2018). Thus, despite the complementarity of DNA metabarcoding and stable isotope information (Kartzinel et al., 2015), the promise of merging this information to provide new ecological insights has not been fully realized.
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Here, we assess the spatial and temporal variability of invertebrate food webs of a large wetland complex, and examine how trait-based and stable isotope approaches can be used to assess these complex systems. Specifically, this study explores how stable isotope information can be used to both validate and improve the inference from heuristic food webs that are themselves constructed from DNA metabarcoding data integrated with trait information. We first explore the performance of heuristic food web properties (e.g., trophic links, omnivory, trophic position) at resolving spatial and temporal differences in a large wetland complex. Second, we qualitatively explore how heuristic food web and stable isotope approaches compare at resolving spatial and temporal patterns of trophic position. Third, we compare how strongly the trophic position of invertebrates inferred using heuristic food webs predicts trophic position as measured by δ15N values. Fourth, we examine how the unprecedented detail provided by DNA-derived heuristic food webs provides complementary information to stable isotope analysis of trophic niche width. We conclude with an exploration of the utility of heuristic food web analysis as a management tool for rapid bioassessment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Sites and Sample Collection

Our study area encompassed the lower Saint John/Wolastoq River (SJWR) and the connected Grand Lake Meadows (GLM), Atlantic Canada’s largest freshwater wetland (Figure 1); hereafter, we refer to the SJWR and GLM collectively as the “GLM complex.” We examined three regions within this vast wetland complex: a region within the mainstem SJWR (“mainstem”), a region within the Portobello National Wildlife Refuge area in the heart of the GLM (“wetland”), and a region in the Jemseg River (“transition”), which is a low-flow, intermediate system connecting the GLM to the SJWR. Within each of these three regions, sites (n = 6 sites per region) were chosen to capture the range of habitat and flow variability across these regions, and to provide a wide range of trophic variability by which to explore relationships between metrics from heuristic food web and stable isotope analyses.

Sites were sampled in early June, early September, and mid-December, 2016. We chose these time points because they represented the beginning, middle, and end of the active, ice-free season in our system. In the spring, ice break up occurs, creating large ice jams and massive spring flooding in the SJWR and GLM systems; consequently, June was the earliest point that we could sample with conditions returning to base flow. Peak productivity occurred in late-August into early September, and the active, ice-free season ended in mid-December during our final sampling event. Because major ice-flows scoured our system in spring of 2016, very little aquatic insect biomass was observed post-flood in June. Because of this, stable isotope samples were only collected in September and December, when there was enough biomass for sampling. Because early September (the peak of biological activity) and mid-December (when ice began reforming in our system) represented extremes in the biological activity in our system, the time points we selected for stable isotope sampling were expected to represent extremes in associated food webs and trophic dynamics.

At each site (n = 18, each sampled at three time points), paired benthic kick-net samples were collected using the standard protocol from the Canadian Aquatic Biomonitoring Network (CABIN; https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/canadian-aquatic-biomonitoring-network.html); one sample for bulk sequencing and DNA metabarcoding of invertebrates, and a second sample for assessment of morphological identification of these taxa, organism body size, abundance, and analysis of stable isotopes (δ13C and δ15N). For bulk DNA samples, sterile technique was used and nets were sterilized between samples in a 1% bleach solution. DNA benthic samples ("DNA") were preserved in 95% ethanol and stored at −80°C, but samples for microscopy and stable isotope analysis (“morphological”) were directly frozen (−20°C) on return to the lab, to avoid altering their isotopic composition (Arrington and Winemiller, 2002; Barrow et al., 2008). Additionally, samples for producer baselines were taken at each site, including detritus, biofilm, and dominant macrophytes; these samples were placed in paper bags and dried at 60°C in the lab for at least 72 h.

Laboratory Processing

Morphological samples were thawed and sorted, with invertebrates identified to the lowest taxonomic level (usually
genus) using standard morphological keys (e.g., Merritt et al., 2008). Voucher samples and high-resolution digital images of key taxa are stored at the Environment and Climate Change Canada lab at the University of New Brunswick, Fredericton. Additionally, individuals were measured (total length, mm), and dried at 60°C. For stable isotope samples, all dominant taxa (based on biomass) were selected from samples covering all major functional feeding groups. Because of the mass requirements for stable isotope samples, we only included samples for taxonomic groups that had a dry biomass of ≥0.6 mg. This usually translated to each stable isotope sample including many individuals (>20); however, many predator groups were assessed from fewer individuals (often <3) because of the rarity of these taxa. Dried macroinvertebrate and food web base (i.e., biofilm, macrophytes, and leaf litter) samples were homogenized, weighed on a Sartorius MC21S microbalance (3.0 ± 0.1 mg for biofilm and plant tissue and 1.0 ± 0.1 mg for macroinvertebrate tissue), enclosed in 4 × 6 mm tin cups (Costech Analytical Technologies Inc., Valencia, California, USA), and delivered to the Stable Isotopes in Nature Laboratory (SINLAB) at the University of New Brunswick (http://www.unb.ca/research/institutes/crilo/sinlab/) for stable isotope analysis.

Stable Isotope Analysis
Natural abundance stable isotopes of C and N were assessed for aquatic invertebrates and the food web base. Invertebrate and food web base 13C, 15N, C, and N content were measured using a Carlo Erba NC 2500 Elemental Analyzer (CE Instruments, Milan, Italy) with a Thermo-Finnigan Delta Plus XP (Thermo-Electron Corp., Bremen, Germany) isotope ratio mass spectrometer at SINLAB. Macroinvertebrate and food web base δ13C and δ15N isotope compositions were expressed in parts per thousand (‰) relative to Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite for C and air for N, as follows:

\[ \delta = \left( \frac{R_{\text{sample}}}{R_{\text{standard}}} - 1 \right) \times 1,000 \]  

where \( R \) is the ratio 13C/12C or 15N/14N. Instrumental error—measured as the standard deviation of repeated measurements of working laboratory standards (i.e., caffeine \( \delta^{13}C = -35.05\%o, \delta^{15}N = -2.87\%o \)), bovine liver \( \delta^{13}C = -18.8\%o, \delta^{15}N = 7.2\%o \) and muskellunge liver \( \delta^{13}C = -22.3\%o, \delta^{15}N = 14\%o \)—was <0.1 ‰ for both \( \delta^{13}C \) and \( \delta^{15}N \).

DNA Extraction and Sequencing
Benthic samples for DNA metabarcoding were packed on ice and shipped to the Biodiversity Institute of Ontario at the University of Guelph for DNA extraction, PCR amplification, and high throughput sequencing (HTS). Briefly, samples were homogenized in sterile blenders and the slurry was subsampled into 50 mL conical tubes. Samples were centrifuged, excess preservative ethanol was removed, and residual ethanol was evaporated at 65°C. Once dry, the homogenate was subsampled into 2 mL lysis matrix tubes (MP Biomedicals, Solon, Ohio) and further homogenized using a MP FastPrep-24 Classic tissue homogenizer (MP Biomedicals). Samples were then extracted using a NucleoSpin Tissue Kit (Machery-Nagel, Düren, German) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, eluting with 30 uL molecular grade water. Samples were extracted in batches of 12–18 with a negative control (no sample added) for each batch.

Two COI fragments were amplified using the primer sets BR5 (5′ CCIGAYATRGCGITTCGCCG, R5_R 5′ GTRAGIICCGCCIARIACIGG–314 bp) and F230R (Folmer_F 5′ GGTCBAAAAATACATAAGATTGG 230R_R 5′ CTTATRRTTATICGIGGIGRAIGG–230 bp) in a two-step PCR following the protocol outlined in Gibson et al. (2015), with the exception of having a 35 cycle regime in the first PCR. For both primer sets, the annealing temperature (Ta) was 46°C for 1 min. The melting temperatures (Tm) for these primers are as follows: BR5 (forward = 61.4°C, reverse = 56.4°C) and F230 (forward = 50.5°C, reverse = 56.7°C). For further information about these primers, which were designed to target a wide range of arthropod orders, see Gibson et al. (2015). A negative control was included for each batch of PCR, which was carried through each of the two PCR steps. Amplification success was confirmed visually using a 1.5% agarose gel. Amplicons were purified using a MinElute DNA purification system (Qiagen) and quantified using a Quant-iT (Invitrogen, Waltham Massachusetts, United States) PicoGreen dsDNA assay on a TBS-380 Mini-Fluorometer (Turner Biosystems Sunnyvale California, United States). All samples were normalized to the same concentration, and the two amplified fragments were pooled for each sample prior to dual-indexing using the Nextera XT Index Kit (Illumina, San Diego, California) (FC-131-1002). Indexed samples were pooled into one tube, purified through magnetic bead purification, and quantified using the PicoGreen dsDNA assay. Average fragment length was determined on an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 (Santa Clara, California, United States) before sequencing the library on an Illumina MiSeq using the V3 sequencing chemistry kit (2 × 300) (MS-102-3003). A 10% spike-in of PhiX was used as a control.

Bioinformatic Methods
Raw Illumina MiSeq paired-end reads were processed using the SCUV v2.1 COI metabarcode pipeline, available on GitHub at https://github.com/Hajibabaei-Lab/SCUVCOI metabarcode_pipeline. At each step, read and ESV statistics were calculated (Supplementary Table S1) using custom scripts (available at the above link). Briefly, forward and reverse raw reads were paired using SEQPREP (available from https://github.com/jstjohn/SeqPrep) with a Phred quality score cutoff of 20 and an overlap of at least 25 bp (St. John, 2016). For each marker, forward and reverse primers were trimmed using CUTADAPT v1.14, ensuring trimmed reads were at least 150 bp long, allowing no more than 3 Ns, and ensuring a minimum Phred quality score of 20 at the ends (Martin, 2011). A global ESV analysis was conducted by pooling all the data together, dereplicating the reads using USEARCH v2.4.2 with the “derep_fulllength” command, and denoising with USEARCH v10.0.240 using the unoise3 algorithm (Edgar, 2016; Rognes et al., 2016). The denoising step removes sequences with predicted sequence errors, any PhiX carryover from MiSeq sequencing, putative chimeric sequences, and rare clusters. We defined rare clusters as exact sequence variant (ESV) clusters including only one or
two reads (singletons and doubletons) (Callahan et al., 2017). A sample ESV matrix was generated using VSEARCH with the “usearch_global” command with an identity of 1.0 (100% exact sequence mapping, including matching of exact substrings). The denoised ESVs were taxonomically assigned using the COI classifier v3.2 (Porter and Hajibabaei, 2018; https://github.com/terrimporter/CO1Classifier).

Heuristic Food Web Construction

Heuristic food webs were constructed using a previously published pipeline (Compson et al., 2018). Briefly, this pipeline takes presence-absence taxonomic lists generated by DNA metabarcoding and pairs it with a customized interaction database covering the taxa found in our system. Our database of pairwise trophic interactions was created using a) information gathered from existing trophic databases (e.g., Database of Trophic Interactions; Brose et al., 2005), b) information from a secondary text-mining pipeline, and c) information manually gathered from systematic literature searches. Specifically, we used an updated trophic linkage database from Compson et al. (2018), which we updated to include novel taxa found in the GLM complex. Information gaps on species linkages, caused by missing species in our trophic interaction database, were inferred using a series of trait filters based on other information, including functional feeding group, body size, and phylogenetic relatedness. From the complete set of possible pairwise interactions, linkages were first reduced based on the known functional feeding group of each taxa, and then further reduced based on the average body size of each taxa. When functional feeding group or body size traits were not available, we obtained these traits from the next closest related species. The updated trophic linkage database includes 50,975 pairwise interactions and covers 965 invertebrate genera. Using this updated database, we created adjacency matrices by constraining interactions to only taxa present in a sample (for individual food webs) or region (for metawebs). We then used the cheddar R package (version 0.1-633; Hudson et al., 2013) to create food webs for each replicate sample and extract relevant food web metrics used for subsequent analyses.

Mixing Models for Trophic Position

Analysis of trophic position was done in two ways. First, we created a two-source, two-tissue Bayesian mixing model using the TrophicPosition position package (version 0.7.7; Quezada-Romegialli et al., 2018) in R to summarize trophic position of consumers in each of the dominant functional feeding groups in our system (i.e., predators, collectors, grazers, omnivores, and shredders) (Model 1):

\[
\delta^{15}N_c = \Delta N (TP - \lambda) + \alpha (\delta^{15}N_{b1} + \delta^{15}N_{b2}) - \delta^{15}N_{b2},
\]

where \(\delta^{15}N_c\) is the nitrogen isotopic ratio of the consumer, \(\delta^{15}N_{b1}\) is the nitrogen isotopic ratio of the first baseline (biofilm), \(\delta^{15}N_{b2}\) is the nitrogen isotopic ratio of the second baseline (leaf litter), \(\Delta N\) is the trophic enrichment factor (TEF) for nitrogen, \(TP\) is the trophic position of the target consumer, and \(\lambda\) is the trophic position of the baseline. Additionally, this model uses a secondary mixing model to calculate \(\alpha\), which accounts for fraction in \(\delta^{13}C\) and estimates the relative contribution of each source to the consumer’s trophic position:

\[
\alpha = \frac{(\delta^{13}C_{b2} - (\delta^{13}C_c + \Delta C))/(TP - \lambda))/(\delta^{13}C_{b2} + \delta^{13}C_{b1}).
\]

where \(\delta^{13}C_c\) is the carbon isotopic ratio of the consumer for which we want to estimate trophic position, \(\delta^{13}C_{b1}\) is the carbon isotopic ratio of the first baseline (biofilm), \(\delta^{13}C_{b2}\) is the carbon isotopic ratio of the second baseline (leaf litter), and \(\Delta C\) is the TEF for carbon. The Bayesian approach allows Equations (2) and (3), which both include \(TP\) and \(\alpha\), to be solved iteratively, with \(\delta^{13}C\) and \(\delta^{15}N\) values and TEFs for both consumers and baselines modeled as random variables with vague prior normal distributions of their means [\(\text{norm}(0, \tau)\), \(\tau = 1/\text{SD}^2\)] and vague prior uniform distributions of their standard deviations [\(\text{dunif}(1,100)\)] and \(\alpha\) and \(\tau\) are treated as random parameters with uniform and Beta prior distributions, respectively (Quezada-Romegialli et al., 2018). We used the function “multiSpeciesTP” to define and initialize the Bayesian model, and to sample the posterior distribution of trophic position. The Bayesian model ran 10,000 iterations used for the parameters “a.adapt,” “n.iter,” and “burnin” and used five parallel Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations using the JAGS (version 4.3.0) Gibbs sampler (Plummer, 2003).

The second approach we employed for calculating trophic position (\(TP\)) was a more conventional model (Model 2; Post, 2002):  

\[
TP = \lambda + (\delta^{15}N_c - \delta^{15}N_{b1}) / \Delta N. \]  

Here, \(\alpha\) is defined as,  

\[
\alpha = (\delta^{13}C_c - \delta^{13}C_{b2}) / (\delta^{13}C_{b1} - \delta^{13}C_{b2}).
\]  

This model allowed us to calculate individual trophic position values for all consumers in our system, including those taxa represented by few individuals; Bayesian models, which require replicate observations for each consumer estimated, could only provide group-level estimates and confidence intervals for well-represented individuals and functional feeding groups across food webs. Consequently, trophic position values obtained from Model 2 were used for all linear regression analyses. For both Model 1 and Model 2, TEFs were based on values for whole organisms reported in McCutchan et al. (2003). Additionally, for predators, we explored models using consumers as the baseline, which involved changing the baseline trophic position from \(\lambda = 1\) (for biofilm and detritus) to \(\lambda = 2\) for consumers feeding primarily on biofilm (i.e., grazers) and terrestrial leaf litter (i.e., shredders). Finally, from trophic position (\(TP\)) estimated from Model 2, we also calculated adjusted trophic position (\(ATP\)), which used known information about the habits of each organism or functional feeding group to constrain trophic position to not go below these trophic levels (i.e., \(\lambda = 2\) for consumers and \(\lambda = 3\) for predators).
Bayesian Estimates of Isotopic Food Web Size
To compare how community-wide trophic niche breadth varied spatially and temporally, we used the SIBER R package (version 2.1.4; Jackson et al., 2011). Specifically, we examined the Bayesian posterior estimate of the convex hull area of each community, which encompasses all species in δ13C-δ15N bi-plot space and is a measure of the total amount of niche space occupied by the community (Layman et al., 2007). The Bayesian model utilized a JAGS Gibbs sampler with five MCMC chains. This model fit initial multivariate normal distributions to each group in the dataset with rjags (version 4-8), using the recommended default SIBER parameters and priors (Jackson et al., 2011). The default priors included an inverse Wishart prior for fitting ellipses and a vague normal prior for the means; vague normal priors are recommended for fitting the means because SIBER internally z-score standardizes the data before model fitting, aiding in the JAGS fitting process (Jackson et al., 2011). Because of spatial and temporal variation in our producer baselines (Supplementary Figure S1, Supplementary Table S2), prior to running Bayesian models we converted our δ13C data to autochthonous reliance values (0–1) and our δ15N data to trophic position values (based on Model 2).

Statistical Analyses
All statistical analyses were conducted in R (version 3.6.0; R Core Team, 2013). To assess the spatial and temporal variability in heuristic food web metrics, including estimates of trophic position, we created a linear mixed effects model using the lme4 package (version 1.1-21; Bates et al., 2019), where Season and Region were fixed effects, and Site was a random effect nested in Region. Contrasts were set up a priori to maximize comparisons across the different levels of the individual terms and interactions. Model terms and interactions were assessed using both t values and calculated statistical significance using Satterthwaite’s method for approximating the degrees of freedom using the lmerTest package (version 3.1-0, Kuznetsova et al., 2017).

Linear regression analyses were used to assess how well-trophic position measured from heuristic food webs predicted trophic position measured from stable isotope values. First, we extracted trophic position values from all food web, including metawebs, using the TrophicLevels function in the cheddar package (version 0.1-633; Hudson et al., 2013). This function provides multiple estimates of trophic position for each node in the food web, including prey averaged trophic position (PATP) and chain-averaged trophic position (CATP) (Levine, 1980; Cohen et al., 2003; Williams and Martinez, 2004; Jonsson et al., 2005). We then paired these values with trophic position estimates from stable isotope values (Model 2, Equations 4 and 5) according to taxa (at the genus level) and conducted separate analyses with different predictor (i.e., PATP and CATP) and response (i.e., TP and ATP) variables. Model significance was assessed using p-values (α = 0.05), and models were compared qualitatively using R² statistics.

RESULTS
Heuristic Food Webs
Heuristic food webs constructed from DNA and paired trait information elucidated both spatial and temporal patterns in the GLM complex. Metawebs (i.e., food webs aggregated across samples) from the wetland region of the complex were relatively larger (i.e., more nodes), denser (i.e., higher connectance), and had a higher maximum trophic position (due in part because of more predators) than metawebs from the transition and mainstem regions of the complex; metawebs from the transition region were generally the smallest and sparses, with lower numbers of nodes, links, and maximum trophic positions compared to metawebs of the other regions (Figure 2). Metawebs generally constructed through time, such that they got smaller moving from early June, to early September, to mid-December; however, metawebs from the transition region of the GLM complex were the smallest, least complex food webs overall, and varied little over the study period (Figure 2).

Assessment of food web properties across individual heuristic food webs revealed seasonal but little spatial variation. The strongest patterns appeared to occur between June and December, but differences between other months were also apparent (Supplementary Table S3, Figure 3), with September exhibiting the most variation in food web metrics compared to the other months (Figure 3). Spatial patterns were weaker, with no significant Region terms for any of the metrics and Site variation explaining only a small amount of the residual variation via the random effects, but there were Season*Region interactions for the number of trophic links and chain-averaged trophic level (Supplementary Table S3).

Stable Isotope Analysis of Trophic Position and Community Niche Width
Bayesian estimation of trophic position using stable isotopes (Model 1, Equations 2 and 3) revealed no significant seasonal differences in maximum trophic position (i.e., the trophic position of predators) between September and December (Supplementary Table S4). However, when the model was run with primary consumers as the baseline instead of the food web base (i.e., leaf litter and biofilm), trophic position of predators was significantly lower in the wetland region in December compared to September (Supplementary Table S4). This, however, was the only significant pattern revealed by Bayesian analysis of trophic position (Supplementary Table S4). Because Bayesian mixing models are very different from linear mixed effects models and stable isotope data were only collected in September and December, we also qualitatively assessed maximum trophic position assessed from stable isotopes (Model 2, Equations 4 and 5) with maximum trophic position assessed from heuristic food webs using a series of reduced linear mixed effects models (Supplementary Table S5). These results indicated that the stable isotope approach showed differences in maximum trophic position in September compared to December, while heuristic food webs did not (Supplementary Table S5). Similar to Bayesian and full linear mixed effects models, these reduced
models failed to show any significant effects among regions (Supplementary Table S5).

Invertebrate community trophic niche widths varied little spatially and temporally (Figure 4). In general, trophic niche widths were slightly larger for all regions in December—when trophic positions were also higher for all regions (Figure 4A)—compared to September, but these differences were not strong as the 95% confidence intervals for all regions and seasons overlapped (Figure 4B). While the trophic niche widths did not change spatially or temporally, energy pathways did change among regions through time (Figure 4A). Communities in the wetland and transition regions, for example, both increased in their autochthonous reliance moving from September to December; communities in the mainstem region, however, decreased in their autochthonous reliance moving from September to December (Figure 4A). In general, communities in the mainstem region were fueled by autochthonous resources in September, but shifted toward a mixture of autochthonous and allochthonous resources in December, while communities in the wetland and transition regions relied on both autochthonous and allochthonous resources in September and increased in their reliance on autochthonous resources in December (Figure 4A).

The Relationship Between Estimated and Measured Trophic Position
Trophic position estimated from heuristic food webs was generally a strong predictor of trophic position estimated from stable isotope values (Supplementary Table S6). Prey-averaged trophic position (PATP) was consistently the strongest predictor of trophic position estimated from stable isotope values, exhibiting the highest $R^2$ values across models (seasonal models, $R^2$ range: 0.51–0.78; global models, $R^2$ range: 0.48–0.60). The strength of the relationships generally increased for predictions of adjusted trophic position (ATP) (Supplementary Table S6), as this variable constrained trophic position estimates based

---

**FIGURE 2** Metawebs for the Portobello Creek wetland complex (Wetland), the Jemseg River connecting the wetland to the mainstem (Transition) and the Saint John/Wolastoq River (Mainstem) in (A–C) June, (D–F) September, and (G–I) December of 2016. Trophic position for each node was calculated as the food chain-averaged value for that consumer or resource. For nodes, green squares depict producers, blue squares depict consumers, and open blue circles depict cannibalistic consumers. The size of nodes and thickness of links are scaled to the maximum trophic position for each food web.
FIGURE 3 | Boxplots of the eight measured heuristic food web properties, expressed across the three regions of the GLM complex (Wetland, Transition, and Mainstem) and across the three seasons of the study (June, September, and December). Food web metrics included the following whole-network properties: (A) the number of nodes, (B) the number of trophic linkages among nodes, (C) the proportion of omnivory, (D) relative trophic vulnerability, or the average vulnerability across all nodes, standardized by the number of trophic linkages, (E) the number of unique trophic species, (F) the trophic similarity measured across all nodes, (G) the maximum prey-averaged trophic position, and (H) the maximum chain-averaged trophic position.
DISCUSSION

The Predictive and Discriminatory Power of Heuristic Food Webs

We have demonstrated that heuristic food webs can provide a reliable and powerful tool for the characterization of invertebrate community structure and assessment of spatial and temporal differences among the wetland, transitional, and mainstem regions of the GLM complex. Metawebs of the three regions indicated that all food webs became less connected moving from June to September to December, and that the largest spatial differences across regions were in June and December, where the wetland trophic network was clearly larger and denser than transition and mainstem networks. Analysis of individual food webs indicated that temporal patterns were more pronounced than spatial patterns. All the food web properties we examined showed significant variation seasonally, whereas none showed significant spatial variation, though there were significant Region×Season terms for both trophic links and chain-averaged trophic position (Supplementary Table S3). These results support those found in another study examining DNA-based heuristic food webs in a different wetland complex, the Peace-Athabasca Delta, in northern Alberta (Compson et al., 2018). Given that extensive flooding in both the Peace-Athabasca Delta and GLM complex are regular events, connecting the wetlands to the main river channels, perhaps it is not surprising that these aquatic habitats can appear structurally homogeneous (Thomaz et al., 2007). However, the apparent contradiction between our metawebs, which showed clear structural differences among regions, and analysis of individual food webs suggests that it is more likely that spatial variability among sites within these regions was high, and this was certainly the case at all sites in September (Figure 3). This highlights one of the key advantages of metawebs as a visualization tool for biodiversity and community structure: while they do not convey the site-level variation within a region, because they are an aggregate of all detected biodiversity in a system, they give an overview of how these taxa are structured and interact trophically, providing scientists with a tool for making predictions about how a system might respond to perturbations (e.g., species extinctions or invasions, changes in resource availability, anthropogenic...
impacts) and how ecosystems function (reviewed in Thompson et al., 2012).

Stable isotope analysis generally confirmed the spatial and temporal patterns revealed by our heuristic food web analysis. For example, our Bayesian mixing models (Model 1, Equations 2 and 3) demonstrated that predators had a significantly higher trophic position in September compared to December at sites in the wetland region, but that there were no spatial differences in the trophic position of predators or any other consumers. Given that we only collected stable isotope samples in September and December, a more direct comparison of how well-heuristic food webs and stable isotopes resolved spatial and temporal patterns is a qualitative assessment of the reduced linear mixed effects models (Supplementary Table S5). Again, analysis of trophic position calculated from stable isotope values (Model 2, Equation 4 and 5) indicated that maximum trophic position only varied seasonally, and that there were no spatial differences. Interestingly, the two food web metrics we examined (i.e., prey-averaged trophic position and chain-averaged trophic position) differed neither spatially nor temporally using the reduced linear mixed effects models (i.e., using only September and December data) (Supplementary Table S5). Here, the discrepancy of the two approaches could have arisen because the maximum trophic position measured using stable isotopes is based on the single, highest value of all taxa examined in the community, whereas both heuristic food web metrics for maximum trophic position are integrated estimates of all the possible links to the top predator, meaning that the heuristic approach is a more integrated estimate across the entire food web. Additionally, these differences could have arisen because of our sampling design, since we targeted functional feeding groups with sufficient biomass to support stable isotope analysis. While we assessed all predators in our samples in order to get the best estimate of maximum trophic position, this approach means that in September, when we found many more predators than in December, we increased our chances of finding a single predator with a high trophic position value, potentially exacerbating differences between September and December.
This illustrates why Bayesian mixing models, which integrate variation in trophic position across all predators (or other functional feeding groups), are a more robust approach for measuring trophic position compared to point estimates from simpler mixing models. Similarly, heuristic food webs, which are created from DNA-metabarcoding data of the entire community in the sample, are likely to be a more robust estimate of maximum trophic position, as these estimates integrate all members of the community and are less biased to subsampling of larger individuals.

One of the most promising results emerging from this study was the finding that trophic position measured from heuristic food webs predicted trophic position inferred from stable isotope analysis. Significant variation was explained when measured across all paired samples (i.e., global models, $R^2$ range: 0.31–0.60; all models $p < 0.05$), which improved further ($R^2$ range: 0.34–0.78, all models $p < 0.05$) when the analysis was constrained within the metaweb of a specific region and season (Supplementary Table S6, Figure 5). One caveat of these models is that the cluster of points at the baselines has a strong leveraging effect on the linear patterns; when we examined the models with the baselines removed, patterns were generally weaker (data not shown). Further, when we explored models for individual functional feeding groups or maximum trophic position, patterns were much weaker and often not significant (Supplementary Table S6). Consequently, it is likely that heuristic food webs will do a better job at predicting the trophic structure of an entire community and not necessarily the specific trophic position of individual consumers or functional feeding groups. However, it is important to emphasize that deviation from these linear patterns was predictable, especially for some functional feeding groups. For example, models using prey-averaged trophic position consistently underestimated the trophic position of filter-feeders, while other groups were much more consistently predicted (Figure 5B). These findings suggest the possibility of calibrating heuristic food webs using stable isotope data. While it is impractical—if not impossible—to collect stable isotope data for all members of a community, our findings suggest that collecting samples from a few key functional feeding groups could allow the trophic position of some groups to be better predicted by heuristic food web analysis. Importantly, despite some groups (e.g., collector-gatherers, omnivores) exhibiting a wide range of variation in their deviation from these linear predictions, estimates of trophic position for invertebrate predators exhibited the least deviation, perhaps because they obtain biomass from many different chains in a food web.

Given that our heuristic food web and stable isotope analyses did not assess fish and other vertebrate predators feeding higher in the food web, these taxa represent important groups for future case studies linking ecological network and stable isotope approaches. Based on our findings, which indicate that heuristic food webs best predict the trophic position of invertebrate predators in models covering a wide range of functional feeding groups, we hypothesize that including vertebrate predators in these food webs will (a) improve whole-food web regression models of trophic position, and (b) lead to more accurate estimates of trophic position of these vertebrate top predators, with less trophic deviation, compared to invertebrate predators and consumers. These hypotheses are contingent upon the scale of the study, the hydrological connectivity of the system, seasonal flow dynamics, and the dispersal and trophic specialization of the taxa studied. For example, in hydrologically distinct systems where vertebrate predators are dispersal limited or have narrow trophic niches, trophic position estimates of these predators will likely be the most accurate, while they should be relatively weaker in hydrologically interconnected systems with mobile, generalist predators. A larger-scale study—covering a wider range of spatially and hydrologically distinct systems—would likely be needed to assess patterns of mobile predators like fish. However, given the hydrological interconnection of the GLM complex and the extreme seasonal dynamics of this system, the strong trophic position patterns we demonstrate for invertebrate predators shows the promise of the heuristic food web approach, even when ideal conditions are not met. If the trophic deviation patterns we demonstrate hold in different systems, heuristic food webs might live up to the promise of being a rapid indicator of both trophic structure and trophic dynamics, which would be especially useful in biodiverse systems that are difficult to study.

### Merging DNA Metabarcoding and Ecological Network Analysis

Measuring food webs poses a great challenge. Constructing a food web requires the ability to sample and identify every species in a system and then to determine, or at least infer, all the trophic interactions among these species, which requires further information about species traits (reviewed in Thompson et al., 2012). These challenges illustrate why so few quality food webs have been described in the literature (Dunne et al., 2002a). Here, we have demonstrated the utility of employing a food-web generating pipeline based on DNA-derived biodiversity knowledge (Compson et al., 2018). Food webs can be generated in this manner in a fraction of the time that would otherwise be needed to quantify a trophic network, especially those as complex as wetland food webs (Halls, 1997; Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005); yet, the quality and coverage of trait information available for the breadth of biodiversity in trait databases remains heterogeneous and incomplete (reviewed in Schneider et al., 2019). Our pipeline was therefore based on many assumptions about species interactions (detailed in Compson et al., 2018). Nonetheless, the generated heuristic food webs performed well as predictors of trophic position derived from stable isotope analysis, and exhibited similar spatial and temporal patterns in trophic position compared to those revealed by stable isotope analysis.

Exploring the composition of biological communities based on their DNA signature permits rapid acquisition of sequence-based occurrence data and thus orders of magnitude more taxonomic information when compared with traditional microscope-based taxonomy (Gibson et al., 2015). When this high-resolution biodiversity information is organized into ecological networks, it yields even more information on connections among organisms and how this structures the
food web; understanding the variation in this connectivity can reveal complex ecological relationships (Winemiller, 1989; Dunne et al., 2002b; Poisot and Gravel, 2014). Indeed, while ecological networks have long been proposed as inexpensive tools for assessment of biostature (McCann, 2007), the added resolution DNA-based networks provide can improve their use as a tool, and even radically change the inferences we make (Wirta et al., 2014). What is more, using DNA metabarcoding to assess communities does not always require direct observation of interactions, as gut contents, blood meal, or feces, for example, can be sequenced and interactions inferred directly from DNA metabarcoding results, circumventing the need for laborious field observations, rearing experiments, or gut content analysis (Clare et al., 2019). For this reason, genomics approaches are particularly useful for resolving difficult trophic situations, such as those involving hard to identify taxa, relationships involving cryptic species, or interactions with fluid feeders. These potential advantages of DNA-based ecological networks are opening a new frontier in ecosystem monitoring, permitting exploration of how networks change through space and time in other ecosystems and, importantly, across stronger gradients of environmental change. Our study demonstrated that strong seasonal gradients dominate in the GLM complex, but this system is relatively unimpared and is hydrologically connected, so it is not surprising that stronger spatial patterns were not observed among regions. Further, while our study explored one important food web metric—trophic position—it is unclear how this and other food web metrics will relate to ecosystem function. Certainly, network metrics provide a promising opportunity to develop novel indicators (sensu Kissling et al., 2018) of ecosystem change.

### Stable Isotope Analysis and DNA-Based Ecological Network Analysis: Complimentary Approaches

One of the more interesting results that emerged from this study was how the unique information from heuristic food web analysis and stable isotope analysis provided surprising, yet complementary results, illuminating the complexity of the food webs in the GLM complex. While heuristic food web analysis provided both visual and quantitative data on the relative structure, size, and complexity of the food webs in the three regions of our study, stable isotope analysis illuminated the trophic niche widths and energy pathways of communities in these regions. For example, while trophic niche widths (based on stable isotope analysis) differed neither seasonally nor spatially in our system (Figure 4B), metawebs (based on heuristic food web analysis) were clearly larger in the wetland region, and across all regions, became generally smaller later in the year (Figure 2). One of the explanations for these findings is that heuristic food webs measure all of the organisms DNA can detect in a system, whereas stable isotope analysis in our study considered only dominant taxa (i.e., taxa with enough abundance or biomass to constitute a composite isolate sample), and this could mean that while a lot of the rare or non-dominant taxa were reduced (at least below the levels of DNA detectability) later in the season, the core food web backbone (sensu Serrano et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2016) was more resilient to seasonal change in our system, an idea that is beyond the scope of this study but that warrants more attention. Future studies might be able to use network principles (e.g., the friendship paradox; Pires et al., 2017) to identify highly connected species critical to food webs prior to sampling the entire network, which could aid in project development, enabling researchers to identify key community members of a food web to sample for stable isotope analysis.

Another example of the complementary information stable isotope and heuristic food web analyses provide is the finding that—despite the lack of differences in trophic niche widths across space and time—stable isotopes revealed a shift in autochthonous reliance from September to December: the wetland and transition regions generally increased in autochthonous reliance moving later into the year, while the mainstem region decreased in autochthonous reliance (Figure 4A). It is possible that these differing patterns in resource use could reflect the different flow and productivity dynamics in the three regions of the GLM complex. In the highly productive wetland and transition regions, where allochthonous litter subsidies are probably exhausted or buried in sediments later in the year, leaf litter is likely less important in the winter; however, in the mainstem region, where flows are much higher and ice cover takes longer to establish, tributaries of the SJWR likely deliver a relatively high allochthonous subsidy later in the year. Consequently, while food webs were getting relatively smaller across the regions of the GLM complex throughout the year, the dominant energy pathways of the food webs changed in different regions and in different ways, indicating that seasonality, and potentially other disturbances that reduce food web size (e.g., Lu et al., 2016), could impact the structure and function of these ecosystems differently. It should be noted that while our study used aggregate samples (i.e., many individuals of a particular taxon made up an isolate sample), one advantage of stable isotope analysis compared to heuristic food web analysis is that, when a single sample is taken for each individual, it is possible to measure the variation among individuals in a population, enabling the elucidation of intraspecific energy flow pathways, especially for larger bodied consumers, like fish; in studies where a more nuanced energy flow assessment is the aim, the stable isotope and heuristic food web approaches will provide even more complementary information, with heuristic food webs providing a broad picture of how all of the organisms in a food web are connected, and stable isotope analysis elucidating specific pathways of interest.

Collectively, the complementary information gleaned from stable isotope and heuristic food web analyses may indicate important ways communities in the GLM complex function and utilize resources. Intra- and interspecific competition, ecological opportunity, and predation all govern among-individual niche variation, which likely both affects and is affected by community dynamics (Araújo et al., 2011). Because these mechanisms can be affected by seasonality in wetlands, where the flood regime and seasonal drying can exert strong pressures on organisms and communities (Costa-Pereira et al., 2017), they also likely influence community niche width, which is linked to ecosystem...
function (Salles et al., 2009). In the GLM complex, which is subject to late-season drying and early winter ice formation, these seasonal processes can act to both decrease ecological opportunity by reducing habitat connectivity and increase competition by reducing resource availability, two processes that would have opposite effects on community niche width. This supposition is congruent with our findings that trophic niche width differed among regions in neither September (when habitat connectivity was reduced due to late season drying) nor December (when habitat connectivity was further reduced by ice formation), and likely the reduced habitat connectivity by these events limited any increase in trophic niche width that could have arisen from increased competition. Our findings differed from those of another study in the Pantanal wetland, where habitat constriction in the dry season led to reduced niche width in a tetra fish population despite increased competition (Costa-Pereira et al., 2017). The differing patterns found in our study could be attributed to the fact that habitat constriction likely impacts the niche width of fish, which are relatively mobile, more than invertebrates, especially at the scales examined in our study.

Our results illustrate the complementary nature of DNA-based network analysis and stable isotope analysis. Stable isotope analysis provides a longer-term picture of energy flow patterns of key or dominant taxa, while DNA-based heuristic food web analysis provides a high-resolution snapshot in time of the entire community of interest. These two approaches will likely be synergistic in cases where (1) multiple pressures drive biodiversity and trophic patterns differently, (2) direct observation of trophic interactions cannot be made, (3) a community has a lot of cryptic species that are in competition or could undergo niche differentiation, (4) general energy flow pathways can be established with stable isotope mixing models, but more resolution is required to elucidate the players responsible for these patterns (e.g., DNA metabarcoding the gut contents of fish or riparian predators to better resolve aquatic-terrestrial linkages), and (5) researchers exploring heuristic food web analysis require additional evidence about interaction strengths among linkages. Of these potential synergies, the latter is probably the most challenging, especially in complex food webs, because while heuristic food webs can accommodate an unlimited number of basal food web resources, even the most sophisticated isotopic mixing model is mathematically constrained by the number of isotopic tracers in the system, which must also exhibit isotopically distinct signatures (Fry, 2006). Even in cases where food webs are very complex, however, stable isotopes could elucidate the food web backbone (sensu Serrano et al., 2009), such that dominant energy pathways of a food web are quantified. Certainly, interaction strengths among nodes of heuristic food webs could be quantified in other ways, including through added abundance or biomass information (Thompson et al., 2012), mathematical occupancy modeling with replicate DNA metabarcoding samples (Doi et al., 2019), probabilistic models of interaction (Morales-Castilla et al., 2015), or even using relative read abundances (Deagle et al., 2019). How much this added information will improve heuristic food web predictions of ecosystem structure and function remains to be seen and will likely vary based on ecosystem type and spatial and temporal scales, but this question is at the forefront of the field of ecological network analysis.

Overcoming the Limitations of DNA-Based Heuristic Food Webs as a Rapid Bioassessment Tool

Ecological network analysis has long been argued to be a tool that could provide inexpensive analysis of biostructure (McCann, 2007), and with the advent of next-generation sequencing approaches, this tool has the potential to be part of an analytical pipeline for rapid bioassessment (Gray et al., 2014; Bohan et al., 2017). At the time of writing, we were unaware of any international jurisdiction which is actively employing DNA metabarcoding for biomonitoring purposes or ecological network analysis. Heuristic food webs—which take ecological co-occurrence networks and build upon them by integrating known or measured trait information, such as information about feeding habits, species interactions, or stable isotopes—present challenges for use as a rapid bioassessment tool, despite the clear advantages they provide over simple co-occurrence networks (e.g., calculation of food web metrics, such as trophic position or relative network vulnerability).

We have identified five key advances that will overcome many of the limitations preventing widespread adoption of DNA-based heuristic food web analysis as a tool for rapid bioassessment. (1) A more widespread adoption of genomics tools is needed, particularly among groups in charge of biomonitoring programs. As standardized field sampling methods are established for environmental genomics sampling (e.g., see CABIN and National Ecological Observatory Network protocols), DNA sequencing technologies are advanced (Singer et al., 2019), genomics laboratory procedures are refined, and primers are optimized (sensu Hajibabaei et al., 2019), the cost of implementing genomics approaches will come down and public adoption should increase, but technological advancements are not often readily adopted by resource managers and policy makers (Darling and Mahon, 2011). Consequently, more needs to be done to improve biomonitoring of aquatic ecosystems by bringing stakeholders together, such as GEO BON (www.geobon.org), GEOSS (www.earthobservations.org), COST action DNAqua-Net (www.dnaqua.net), and SYNAQUA (www.interreg-francesuisse.eu) (Hering et al., 2018; Leese et al., 2018; Lefrançois et al., 2018; Pawlowski et al., 2018). (2) Bioinformatics pipelines need to be developed, reviewed (sensu Mangul et al., 2019), and made publicly available via open-source archival services, like GitHub or SourceForge, and through package managers, like Bioconda (Grüning et al., 2018). (3) Open-source databases for both genomic (e.g., BOLD, GenBank) and trait data (e.g., GloBI, EPA’s Freshwater Biological Traits Database) need to be improved. Currently, the coverage of these databases is lacking, especially for understudied systems (Compson et al., 2018; Curry et al., 2018), but efforts to develop and integrate databases for ecological network analysis are underway (e.g., Poisot et al., 2016; Vissault et al., 2019). (4) We require more case studies demonstrating the utility of DNA-based network...
and food web analyses and the meaning of their derived network metrics. Testing these tools will be important in novel ecosystems, across extreme environmental gradients, and across large spatial and temporal scales, especially in cases where we can pair these assessments with measured estimates of ecosystem function. (5) To facilitate these efforts and to house and curate the massive amount of data next-generation biomonitoring will generate (sensu Hey and Trefethen, 2003; Bell et al., 2009), an international biomonitoring consortium needs to emerge, with federated centers for data aggregation1. Promisingly, advancements in any one of these areas will improve the utility and adoption of DNA-based network approaches, as progress in these areas will be linked but not necessarily limited by uneven advancement. Collective advancements made on these five fronts will enable heuristic food webs to steadily improve in their resolution, utility, and predictive power.
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